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Participants  

SEDO, BCF, LWR, IHAO, ICRC, IYD relief, MCC, WVI, ZOA, TGH, WHH, REACH 

Initiative, ICRC, UNOCHA, WFP, CHF, HRF, SP 

 

Chair: Tim Anderson, FSC  

KR-I Food Security Cluster Meeting – Agenda 

1. Introduction of partners 

2. FS Assessment modules 

3. Return Trends Analysis 

4. IM Products for partners 

5. Training schedule 

6. Updates from partners 

7. AOB 

 

1. Introduction of partners 

 
All partners introduce themselves with several new partners attending. 

 

2. FS Assessment modules 

  

As per attachment. (please see presentation) 

 

3. Return Trends Analysis 

 

As per attachment. (please see presentation) 

   
 

4. IM Products for partners 

 

Food Security Cluster will produce Maps for all organizations who reported their 

activities in activity info platform (cluster only tool to collect the data), and we will 

share with organizations and upload to  http://fscluster.org/iraq/documents.    

 
 

 

5. Training schedule 

 

Request was made for partners to suggest suitable trainings    

Date & Location. 10/5/2018 | NCCI Ankawa, Erbil, Iraq 
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6. Updates from partners 

 

 

Samaritan Purses:  

Running Family food ration activities in camps in Hamdaniyah, and planning 

to have livelihood project (cash for work) in Hamdaniyah in Ninawa 

governorate.  

UMIS:  

Distributed 10,000 FFRs in Anbar, Hawiga and planning to distribution in 

Ramadan. 

 

IHAO: 

 IHAO distributed FFRs in Sinjar and Anbar (Rutba and Qaim) for 10000 

families. 

MCC:  

In Ninawa planning to distributed FFRs in al Qosh, in the next 6 months.  

 

IYD relief:  

 

IYD relief is new in Iraq; they will start project in future. 

 

HRF:  

In Fallujah they distributed Family food rations during April. 

 

NRC:  

They are doing some English lectures in camps. 

 

LWR:  

LWF still not started any projects yet.  

 

WVI: 

WVI is distributed Cash trough MTA and E-vouchers for the Syrian refugees 

in all refugees camps in KR-I 

 

CHF: 

CHF will start food projects in future. 

 

ZOA: 

 ZOA, next week will have distributing Family food rations 

 

Triangle:  

 

Triangle is planning livelihood projects soon. 

 

WHH: 

 They have agriculture project in Sinuni, Mercy Hands implementing on 

behalf them in Hamadiyah. 

 

Reach-I: 

 They don’t have any FS assessments yet; they are working with CCCM on 

intention survey. 
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IRW: 

IRW currently working in Mosul, Anbar. focusing on FFRs, and some small 

businesses. They also distributed 10,000 Food Baskets In Erbil, Baghdad, 

Mosul and Anbar. They also have plans to distributed FFRs in the first week 

in Ramadan.  

 

KHO: 

 KHO has a small project with 2000 Food basket, including 21 items.  

 

SEDO:  

 

SEDO is working more in WASH cluster.  

 

ICRC:  

They distributed 500 Food Basket in Erbil in 9th May, in Ramadan they have 

plan to distribute in other location in Erbil. Community assessments in Suli in 

Kalar, and Khanaqen. Still in process to collect the data.  

 

OCHA: 

o OCHA does not have any actual project/service provision on the   

ground.  

o Work closely with the clusters, we will attend cluster meetings as 

observers, and if necessary to report back any needs/gaps to 

management for advocacy.  

o GRCs as per each governorate have been established, members for 

Ninewa are: NRC, ACTED, RNVDO, IOM, UNICEF and UNHCR.  

o Through verbal and informal communication from MOMD, there will 

be no camp consolidation and camp closure in Ninewa in 2018. 

 

WFP:  

WFP is currently distributed Family food rations and Cash Assistance in all its 

camps, they have also resilience project in hamdaniyah to restore Zab canal, 

15,000 will get benefit, also they finished the pilot of school feeding in west 

Mosul for primary schools, also WFP have a caseload of 85,000 beneficiaries 

per month” for the school feeding. 

 

BCF:  

They distributed 1000 FFRs in Erbil for disabled people. For April they 

distributed FFRs in different location, in May they will have Hot meals 

activities, and green house in basirma, and renewing green houses in 

Bahraka. 

 

 

 

 

 

Next FSC KR-I meeting : TBC 
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